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Featured Company
Fulfilling high tech careers in a rural area
Rural Minnesota is often overlooked but
can be a logical place to find a fulfilling
and varied career in engineering,
electronics or chemistry. StoneL in Fergus Falls is one company
that offers just that.
StoneL was founded in 1989 to serve the process industries by
working with valve automation suppliers to offer valve monitors,
or limit switches, as they were called at the time. Over the years
the focus of StoneL products
has changed to be on valve
communication solutions. This
means enabling valves to think
and communicate. It also means
retaining and adding to their skilled
workforce is a priority.
Nick Kunz joined StoneL as an
Electronic Design Engineer in
The family of StoneL products.
2001 after working at an electric
distribution company and a manufacturing company. In 2010,
StoneL added the Reliability Engineering department. Nick set
up the department and worked with a group of employees to
establish new product testing regiments that met the challenging
standards of industrial process environments.
Following their own extensive in-housing testing, StoneL also
submits products to third-party testing agencies for hazard
compliance to North American and international standards.
StoneL currently works with over 12 different labs worldwide to
assure full compliance to various area protection concepts and
enclosure ratings.
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In 2013 Kunz became the Development Engineering Manager.
He manages and collaborates with fellow engineers to design
and create innovative new products. “Most engineering jobs are
in major cities,” said Kunz. “I am lucky enough to work in my field
and also live in a rural community.”
...Continued on Page 2
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High tech

of Technical Solutions. “Customers are asking for more
products with Ethernet. It allows them to get information all
StoneL’s staff of mechanical and firmware designers and
the way down at the device and access it from anywhere.”
electronic hardware engineers use state-of-the-art tools
to take problem-solving ideas into exciting new products.
Jenson started with StoneL in 1995 as a Sales
By using the latest electronic and mechanical design
Engineer. His background includes a degree in physics
software, rapid electronic board prototyping, and their own
and managing at various Target stores in
in-house 3-D modeling systems, new concepts
translate into functioning prototypes in as little as
Video tour of StoneL Minneapolis and Chicago. Since joining
StoneL, his responsibilities have included
six months.
facility, click here.
customer training, customer service, promotion,
website development, database creation and
Chris Wiederich joined StoneL as an Electronic
management, and more. Today Jenson is more focused on
Technician in 2001. He has since held positions as the
growing the entire product line and company.
Reliability Engineering Manager, Electronic Assembly
Manager and now as the Manufacturing Process and
Electronics Assembly Manager. A dogged emphasis on
Safety is a priority
creating quality products has made his jobs enjoyable.
StoneL knows the importance of maintaining a superior
work environment to retain top talent. They are committed
to a safe and healthy work environment and to the wellbeing of their employees.
“Our commitment to safety is driven by our 6S team,”
said Wiederich. “We do monthly safety audits. It not only
has to do with cleanliness, it has to do with allowing team
members to provide feedback on safety at any time.”

StoneL employees Nick Kunz, Chris Wiederich, and Bob Jenson

“The people here are really determined to make quality
products,” said Wiederich. “If they question the quality of
something, they will dig deeper. They want to know what
they can do to make a great product.”

Close cooperation and open dialogue between
departments creates added value for the customers, too.
Regardless of deadlines the job always has to be done
right, said Jenson.
Paying special attention to details count in the end, as they
all add up to a safer environment, extra cost savings and
improved efficiency of all our procedures, said Wiederich.

The manufacturing process has three main areas
consisting of electronic assembly, metal fabrication, and
final assembly. Lean and Six Sigma techniques are applied
throughout the product-creation and production processes.
In 2015 StoneL released their first wireless product
featuring Bluetooth® technology. This wireless link
capability, available in Axiom and Prism units, provides a
more affordable and faster solution to commission devices
and access hard-to-reach automated valves throughout a
plant.

Keeping it rural

“We’re one of the companies to be on the forefront of
wireless capabilities in our industry,” said Kunz. “We have
our own app in the App Store. We’re using the latest
technologies incorporated into our products.”

Although StoneL is now owned by the multi-national Metso
Corporation, the company still retains its rural roots. All
three employees concur that StoneL has provided them
a great work experience in a rural area ripe with outdoor
recreation and quality of life. “I really didn’t like living in
Minneapolis and Chicago,” said Jenson. “My wife and I
wanted to stay rural, get back to our families, have a good
career that was fulfilling and make a good living for myself
and my family. And I’ve done that with StoneL.”

The next technology development for StoneL products
will likely be Ethernet, according to Bob Jenson, Director

Current employment opportunities are posted here or
inquire by e-mail to: jobs@stonel.com.
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TSMA General Meeting - February 6
Fergus Falls

AmericInn 526 Western Ave.

Schedule of Events:
11:30 a.m. Registration/Networking
12:00 p.m. Lunch/Meeting/Speaker
1:30 p.m. Tour

Plant Tour
Aura Fabricators
Aura has its past in White Oak Metals, one of the founding
companies of TSMA. Circumstances forced Perry Mertz,
founder of White Oak Metals, to hand the reins to his
daughter, Jasmine Sonmor in 2015. Sonmor incorporated
White Oak Metals into her fledgling company, Aura
Fabricators, and hasn’t looked back since. Sonmor will talk
about the past and the present, which includes a recently
completed major expansion into a newly constructed
facility in Fergus Falls. As President/CEO she can share
what it’s like to be a woman in the business and what she
sees for the future, both for Aura Fabricators and women in
the industry moving forward.

TSMA Board Retreat
Share your Ideas for improvement
The annual TSMA Board of Directors retreat was
postponed due to weather. New date TBD. Each
year, board members take the time to participate in a
focused discussion about the association. The retreat
provides an opportunity to review the events, services,
membership and finances of the organization and evaluate
the successes and challenges. Board members also
explore potential benefits and value-added options for
the association. With this knowledge in hand, the board
then establishes realistic goals that the volunteer-led
organization for the coming year.
TSMA members – if you have ideas or comments that
could enhance the association, please let us know. The
board is sincerely interested in exploring services, benefits
and events that bring value to the membership.
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Discussion Topic:
Manufacturing past and present
Speaker:
Jasmine Sonmor
Sonmor is an NDSU Civil
Engineering graduate.
She was introduced to the
world of metal fabrication
by her father. It was there
that she worked every
summer since she was
13 years old. She now
lives north of Underwood,
MN with her husband
and two year old son. She is the President and CEO of
Aura Fabricators which has locations in Dalton and Fergus
Falls.

Membership Directory
The MMA Directory provides
information on about 460 companies
in TSMA, CMMA and AMFA and you
want your information to be correct,
don’t you? Just confirm whether or
not there are any changes in your
company information when you
receive your email from Steph. Oh ya, and let her know if
you want to advertise. It’s that easy.

			
Directory Advertising Rates
Size
Inside Covers
General, full color
General, B/W

Full
450
295
250

Half
250
175
150

Qtr
NA
NA
95
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E Says... Listen by Learning key things
The failure to listen is one of the top
ten mistakes made by sales people.
Though statistics have measured
it for sales, failure to listen may be
among the most disruptive actions in
many aspects of our lives.
When I don’t listen I may be
communicating to the speaker that I
really don’t care and that what they
Elroy Vesta, EJ Enterprises
are saying is not important to me.
Someone has said, “one person who is truly understanding
who takes the trouble to listen to us as we consider our
problems can change our whole outlook on the world.”
Remember when you experienced that in the company of
a good, effective, genuine listener!
This year - I want to LISTEN! – It’s not just because others
are important but because when I do then I am able to
understand the other person’s world. This conduct involves
more than hearing the words. It is becoming able to know
the feelings. I may need to put aside my ways and focus
on what is being said – yes, even what is being said
without words. Here are some tips:
L – Learn – It is in the process of focusing attention on the
speaker so that one can learn.In a world of rapid increase
of information – it is an imperative that we expand our
knowledge or we will be left behind.
I – Intently - Now is not the time to multi task. How does it
feel when this is done to you in the middle of attempting
to give pertinent information to a family member or
colleague? To truly listen our focus must be intent.
S – Singularly – Not much different than above but it
means that we will not give time to allow our mind to
wander to things that at the beginning of the conversation
seemed so important. Sometimes – shut the door and do
just one thing. Why – because what I am doing now is best
completed if the focus is on one thing.
T – Tuned in. I am able to remember the days when it
was hard to get some radio stations and two fought for my
attention. In reality neither was heard. It was not that I did
not want to listen but the tuning needed to be clear. In an
effort to be better as a listener it may require saying – Just
a moment – I want to be tuned in for what you have to say.
E – Enthusiastically. In life we do many things with half
attention. We show no excitement to the speaker. They
know it – in fact, they may not give it their all either. Both
discover that communication is challenged. Look at the
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speaker, smile, and ask questions when you do not
understand. Become involved and enthusiastic.
N – Now. It’s time to begin. Don’t wait for a better
speaker or teacher. Don’t wait for a better day. This is our
opportunity to listen. What is said may not be repeated so
look at the ideas and make application to your life.
When you discover something new – it is likely due to
learning to be better listeners.

TSMA Scholarship
Name: Aaron Telander
Course: Machine Tool
Technology, ATCC
Expected Graduation:
May 2019
Hometown:		
Alexandria, MN
Employment plans:
Desman Engineering
What made you choose
a degree in Machine Tool
Technology? I became
interested in Machine Tool
Technology when I was
around 14. I knew that I
wanted to do something
where I worked with my hands. The more I work or go to
school for it, the more I enjoy it. I like the challenges and
the thought process required to take a print to a finished
part. I also enjoy the thought of how experienced based
this trade is, I know I will keep learning as much as I can till
the last day I am working as a Machinist.
ATCC choose Aaron Telander for the TSMA scholarship
because Aaron is a very hard working individual with a
great attitude. He is the perfect fit for this trade with his
thirst for knowledge and potential for growth he is second
to none. The hours of extra time spent in school and
outside of school have shown through.
TSMA changed its approach to scholarships in 2017.
Rather than call for applications, a $750 scholarship was
made available to a student in a manufacturing related
field at each of these schools: Alexandria Technical &
Community College and North Dakota State College of
Science. Watch the next issue of The Network News for
information about the scholarship winner at NDSCS.
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Cryto currency and your business
By Brad Stevens, Alerus

transaction. After settling on the price and crypto currency,
you monitor the market and purchase the crypto currency
Remember the old S&H Green Stamps? You would
using an online account such as from Coinbase or another
purchase groceries or gas or another product at a member
exchange. You can wait with a purchase of the currency
firm and, based on the transaction, you received a string
until the value drops to a specific point or if the currency
of green stamps to be pasted into a cardboard folder. My
starts to rise in price, buy immediately and hold until you
mom collected the stamps religiously
make the payment. Once the seller
and would eventually redeem them for
desires the payment, you simply transfer
“
a silverware set, a small appliance, a
the amount instantaneously to the sellers
dish set, purse or other desired item.
account on the exchange. Outside of
I foresee businesses worldwide
There was a network of housewives
moving money out of your depository
switching to crypto currency
on our block that would trade the S&H
account using the exchange, you avoid
acceptance.
Stamp books between each other.
all the banking fees. Depending on the
“
Some families on the block found
amount, you do pay a transaction fee to
nothing of value to redeem so my
the exchange, but I have found these
mom would offer to trade or pay a
to be much less than bank fees, not to
nominal fee for their stamps.
mention the possible impact of the currency exchange
rate. This can be done with any payment within your
Believe it or not, S&H Stamps might have been the early
business as more venders begin to accept a crypto
Bitcoin, they became a bit of script currency to be traded
currency. The biggest bang for the buck though is when
and redeemed. Unlike S&H Green Stamps, Bitcoin and
dealing internationally. On the flip side if you begin to
other crypto currencies have the potential to fully disrupt
accept a crypto currency you can save on bank fees, also.
the structure of business as we know it today. As a
business owner you will need to determine what impact
Currently crypto currencies are fluctuating in value and are
crypto currencies will have on your future as well
risky as an investment. This is because speculators are
as what it will do to your primary supplier of
the primary buyers and sellers. As more businesses
capital—your bank.
settle on acceptance of payment within one or two
crypto currencies the dynamics will change and
Currently as a business you are limited to
they will settle into a very narrow price range.
carrying out transactions based on what
At this time there are hundreds of currencies,
your bank will allow you to complete.
however in time, three to five years, we will
This would include cash to a certain
see a collapse of acceptable cryto currencies
level, checks, wire transfer, the use of
to likely two or three. Those two or three will
automated clearing houses (ACH), and
be the ones deemed the most stable in terms
likely credit cards. While banks and bank
of volume and price as well as acceptance in
owners have not quite figured this out
the market. By that time I foresee businesses
yet, using a crypto currency such as Bitcoin,
worldwide switching to crypto currency acceptance.
Etherium or Litecoin can and will replace all of
these transaction methods likely in the next four or five
For now, keep an eye on the crypto currency markets, look
years.
for ways that your firm might be able to use them in the
future either for payment or for sales.
Right now, if you purchase equipment or product from
South Korea you now may have to use a letter of credit to
Next month, what crypto currencies mean for the banking
assure payment, then have the bank wire the money at
industry, as well as monetary policy.
the correct time and wait to hear that the transaction was
Brad Stevens is a Relationship Manager
complete. This requires a currency exchange, which must
with Alerus Financial, with over twenty years
be done through your bank or a correspondent bank of
experience working with business owners
which you have no control over as far as timing. Each step
to provide advice and financial solutions
racks up fees and time. The exchange rate in particular
amongst the ever-changing market cycles.
can impact the price of the machine or goods you buy if on
Alerus Financial
that date the dollar or the South Korean Won moves.
Phone: 952.417.3753
Now consider how a cryto currency might streamline the
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brad.stevens@alerus.com
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New Members
DataSync Corporation
PO Box 91126
Sioux Falls, SD 57109

Mike Vetter, CEO 605-370-5204
Mike.vetter@datasyncsolutions.com
Thinkflywheel.com
Flywheel is a sales software tool that assists
manufacturing sales teams to connect with their customers
and dealers proactively. We are based out of Sioux Falls,
SD and Denver, CO.

Sunrise Machine & Tool Inc.
1380 Legion Road
Detroit Lakes, MN 56501

Keith LeClair, President/Owner 218-847-3386
keithl@sunrise-smt.com
www.sourcesmt.com
Manufacturer of medical equipment for nursing homes and
hospitals as well as contract manufacturing.

TSMA website
benefits for you
Have you reviewed your company’s information on TSMA’s
website? Go to www.tsma.org and create a Login Account
(User Name and Password). Once you login, you’ll have
access to information not available to the general public/
nonmembers. You are allowed to use your email address
as your User Name, if you wish.
Once you have a login all members are encouraged
to review their company information in the Member
Information Center (MIC). Please update inaccurate or
incomplete information. You can also post jobs, add events
to the calendar, and basically have a web page presence
on TSMA’s website.
Call or email the TSMA office with any questions as you
learn to navigate our new website.

Dream It. Do It.
Student Video Contest
Help us make a bigger impact

business

financial

technology
We solve complex business, financial and technology
challenges, all under one roof.

WE ARE BERGANKDV

• Get your local school involved
• Volunteer to have your business
featured in a video
• Share TSMA Facebook posts
about the contest
• Be a financial sponsor
For more information contact

Michelle Landsverk

mlandsverk@icloud.com
218.280.1755

bergankdv.com
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Click here to view the 2017 videos.
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MN Supplier Match connects
companies, boosts economy
Minnesota Chamber Initiative highlights state’s robust supply chain
The Minnesota Chamber has launched MN Supplier
Match, a database that seeks to highlight Minnesota’s
robust supply chain and increase business-to-business
activity in the state. The initiative is a program of Grow
Minnesota!, the Minnesota Chamber’s
distinctive private-sector business retention
and assistance program. Grow Minnesota!
operates in partnership with nearly 70 local
chambers and economic development
organizations, including the Tri-State
Manufacturers Association.
Grow Minnesota!, created in 2003, visits
between 600 and 900 Minnesota businesses annually to
thank them for being in Minnesota, offer assistance and
find out what it takes for companies to stay and grow in
Minnesota. Many of these businesses are vital links in the
supply chains of other companies located here and around
the world.
“We want to shine a light on these suppliers, making it
easier for Minnesota companies to find local partners
in the state’s diverse and robust business community,”
Stute said. “And many Minnesota-based companies
increasingly want to find suppliers close to home. We have
been working with some of the state’s largest Fortune 500
companies to help them expand their local supply chains.”

Sponsor a TSMA
Meeting
• The cost is $100 per meeting sponsored. This includes
one free meeting registration, a $25 value.
• Your name and logo will be included on the meeting
announcements currently distributed multiple times to
approximately 600 email addresses.
• You have 5-10 minutes at the meeting to present
information about you and your company.
• You have the opportunity to place literature, etc. at each
place setting at the meeting.
2018 meetings are open for sponsorship! Contact Steph at
stephd@runestone.net if interested.
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A MN Supplier Match event, “Supplier Match Roundtable:
Connecting Minnesota’s Manufacturers,” is being planned
for March 7 to showcase the new program. Sheri Henck,
vice president of global supply chain, distribution and
logistics, at Medtronic, will kick off the
event. A panel and roundtable discussions
also are being planned.
Kevin McKinnon, deputy commissioner of
economic development at the Minnesota
Department of Employment and Economic
Development, has worked closely with
Grow Minnesota! and welcomed the effort.
“Hardworking, talented people and a diverse range of
businesses have long been the twin pillars of Minnesota’s
economic success, and are the drivers of the work we
do every day at DEED,” he said. “MN Supplier Match
will build on these efforts. We look forward to partnering
with Minnesota Chamber of Commerce on this and future
efforts to support business growth and create opportunity
for people in every corner of the state.”
Listing in the MN Supplier Match is being offered to
Minnesota Chamber members and nonmembers. Buyers –
those companies wishing to access the data base – must
be Minnesota Chamber members.
To be listed as a supplier in the database, companies must
either be a Minnesota Chamber member, or they must
complete a Grow Minnesota! visit. Visits are carried out
statewide by the staff of the Minnesota Chamber and its
70 local Grow Minnesota! partners. The visits and supplier
listings are provided complimentary. To schedule a visit
and/or learn more about MN Supplier Match, contact Sean
O’Neil, business development coordinator, at soneil@
mnchamber.com.

Share the link.....

Career Opportunities in
Manufacturing
https://youtu.be/lSSshHHJCxM
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Hahn Health Plan –
Unlimited Provider
Access!
Members can choose any
doctor or facility
TSMA has great news regarding
the new Hahn Health Plan. As
of January 1, 2018, participating
employees may choose any
doctor or facility to access
their care. The plan now offers
unlimited provider access,
meaning employees can choose who they want to see and
where they want to go for their healthcare needs.
The Hahn Health Plan is a self-funded, stop-loss
program that uses a Third-Party Administrator (TPA)
and Reference-Based Pricing (RBP) to help employers
influence the rising costs of healthcare. Risk to the
employer is limited via various stop-loss products.
Feedback from members who have explored the program
is very positive; those on-staff at Hahn Financial Group
have proven to be extremely knowledgeable, responsive,
and low-pressure. Our members appreciate the flexibility in
plan design and report significant pricing advantages. Also
noted – your current insurance agent can be compensated
via the Hahn Health Plan if you so desire.
Now more than ever, members are encouraged to take
a look at this new option - manufacturers and service
providers alike. Contrary to common belief, employers
are not required to wait for their renewal date to change
providers. Any member with five
or more employees is a candidate
to find value in this program.
For a referral to Hahn Financial
Group, call Sandy Kashmark at
800.654.5773.

A cost effective way to reach a
broad manufacturing audience.
Promote your product or service to
AMFA, CMMA, and TSMA
for one annual fee.
To learn more, contact
Sandy Kashmark at 800-654-5773
midwest@runestone.net

Industrial Machinery Movers

• Moving All Types of Industrial
Equipment
• One piece or Entire Plant
• Fully Insured
• Air Ride Tractors, Trailers
• Presses~Brakes~Shears~Lasers
• CNC Machining Centers
Cell: 701-899-0543 • Ph: 701-642-9515
Wahpeton, ND

Mark your calendars for TSMA meetings!

Easy-to-use sales & marketing tools, insightful
sales forecasts for manufacturers/distributors.

March 6: General Meeting

DataSync Corporation

April 3
May 8
July ? - Golf Social
September 11
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October 4 - Beer Social
November 13
December 4 - Holiday Social

PO Box 91126 • Sioux Falls, SD 57109
Mike Vetter, CEO 605-370-5204
Mike.vetter@datasyncsolutions.com

Thinkflywheel.com
February 2018

TSMA & DiDi booth at Alex career expo
Dream It. Do It. Minnesota had a booth at the recent
career expo at Alexandria Area High School on January
25. Students had the opportunity to see a 3D printer
in action, handle 3D printed objects, as well as objects
produced through other manufacturing processes such
as casting, laser cutting, molding, and milling. Each
student who visited the booth took home a postcard with
an invitation to take the Dream It. Do It. Minnesota career
quiz. The quiz takes less than three minutes to complete
and gives students the six careers in manufacturing they
are best suited for.
“Student reactions at the booth underscored the
importance of participating in career expos like this,”
said Michelle Landsverk, Dream It. Do It. Minnesota
coordinator. “One of the first questions I asked students
was if they had considered a manufacturing career. Initially,
most had little interest. After we talked about the variety
of careers and opportunities available in manufacturing,
many walked away with heightened interest.”
Students also took home a flyer explaining the new digital
badge pathway, launched by Dream It. Do It. Minnesota
last fall. The pathway is designed to keep students
moving forward along a pathway of manufacturing career
exploration, with the potential of earning a 360 eTECH
scholarship if they earn the requisite number of badges.
“Their eyes got kind of wide when they heard about the
possibility of the scholarship and almost all of them said
they would definitely check it out,” said Landsverk.
A total of 6 schools attended; Alexandria, Brandon/
Evansville, Minnewaska, Osakis, Parkers Prairie and
Sauk Centre, totaling about 675 freshman students. 44
different companies had a booth in the vendor area with

yCast
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“THE SIGN OF EXCELLENCE”
C O R P O R A T I O N
29468 State Highway 28 • Starbuck, Minnesota 56381-2463
(320) 239-4799 • FAX: (320) 239-4610

A new dimension in
technical die casting
Visit us on-line at: www.dycastspec.com
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Mark Petersen, ITW Heartland, Michelle Landsverk, Dream It. Do
It. Coordinator and a student interacting at the Alexandria high
school career fair on Jan 25, 2018.

20 booths representing the Engineering, Manufacturing,
Technology fields. Kudos to local manufacturers - 14
companies took the time to host a booth. Several
manufacturers brought hands-on technology to engage
the students, including a robotic arm, virtual reality
welder, scale-model grain elevator setup, and more.
“Bringing in other schools can pose the challenge
of making sure all communities are represented in
the vendor area and I thought this year the area
manufacturers really stepped up and were well
represented. Giving them the chance to showcase
the career pathways their company has to offer as
well as the numerous opportunities in our area,” said
Abby Strom, Alexandria Community and Workforce
Development Coordinator.

Legislator
Connection
A program called “Legislator
Connection” encourages
manufacturing members to use TSMA staff time to
coordinate a visit from a local senator or representative.
You get one-on-one time to express concerns, ask
questions, and increase awareness of the high-skill, highwage, high-technology careers the industry has to offer.
Call or email the office today to utilize Legislator
Connection! We make it easy for you!
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High Efficiency Machining Payback #1:

Increase Cutting Tool Life
The cost of cutting tools typically represents a high
percentage of a precision manufacturer’s operating costs.
High efficiency machining (HEM) used at constant chip loads
typically extends tool life by 5-7 times. In many shops, those
savings alone would pay for additional CNC machines.
With conventionally generated toolpaths, only the tip of the
tool flute is used. This causes uneven wear and requires
multiple cuts and varying depths for removing all of the
necessary material. HEM technology resolves these issues
by utilizing the entire length of the flute, which also provides
these additional benefits.
• More heat distribution to the chip
• Far fewer tool changes
• Reduced need for regrinds
• Decrease in vibration
• Consistent chip load production
HEM toolpaths show no abrupt changes of direction and
result in a much smoother toolpath. That in tandem with full
tool lateral force control (which prevents overheating) result
in significantly reduced tool wear and breakage, less wear on
the CNC machines, and drastically reduced cycle time.
HEM toolpaths include both turning and milling. Turning
toolpaths accelerate roughing with a button insert by cutting

in both
directions.
In addition
HEM utilizes full tool flute length for constant chip load
to extending
distribution and low tool temperature, which increases
tool life, new
roughing efficiency and tool life.
HEM software
greatly enhances machining speed and efficiency.
Cutting Hard Materials Not So Hard
Tough materials such as titanium and heat-resistant alloys
are often challenging due to a high risk of tool damage and
breakage, which can force programmers to change speeds,
feeds, cutting depths and strategies. HEM toolpaths make
this task exponentially easier and more repeatable because
the toolpath creates constant tool load distribution and
temperature.
Benefits both old and new CNC machines
At first glance, one might think that HEM is exclusively
dedicated to high-speed CNC machines, but smooth motion,
less side load and better use of tools generates more
effective and faster roughing, which will benefit even older
CNCs.
Roger Peterson is a senior Mastercam trainer and support
consultant at Prototek Engineering. Contact him at 952-361-5598
or rpeterson@prototek-engineering.com .

Health Plans costing
you too much?
We can help!

Me
be mb
ne er
fit

4 Self-funded
4 Stop-loss plans
The look and feel of fully insured plans with the benefits of self-funded plans.

800-654-5773
Midwest@runestone.net

Investment Advisory and Insurance products offered through Hahn Financial Group, Inc.,
an SEC Registered Investment Adviser.
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SLASH MACHINING COSTS — SHORTEN LEAD TIMES
Learn How In Just One Day — Save Time & Money All Year Long
Contact Dave Meyer at david@prototek-engineeing.com or 952-361-5598

We eliminated tool
breakage and finished 7
parts with just 1 tool on a
10 hour, 303 stainless job.
- Sputtering Components

We cut runtime on a
common part from 1.5
hours to 30 minutes.
- Imperial Tool

Milling on our 4140 steel
tool slide was reduced
by 45% per part with
very minimal tool wear
on the endmill.
- Mactech

> Extend tool life by 5-7 times.

> Significantly reduce machine wear.

> Cut Mill & Lathe run time by 50-70%.
Mastercam Sales, Support & Training
Rapid Inspection Tools
DNC & Machine Tool Communications
www.Prototek-Engineering.com
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Celebrating 25 Years in Business

25
YEARS

1993-2018

952-361-5598
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Productive Alternatives
Your Source of

SUB-CONTRACT LABOR

for
MACHINE WORK
Drilling, riveting, blister packing, heat
sealing, shrink wrapping...

SILK SCREENING
• Quality silk screening on a variety of
materials
• Factory direct pricing on decals,
• real estate signs, magnetic and custom
signs for industrial, municipal, and
commercial use
WOODWORKING
• Complete start to finish or your
product components
• Stakes - hardwood or softwood
• Pallets and crates meeting IPPC
exportPRODUCTIVE
requirements
WHY

ALTERNATIVES,
INC?
WHY PRODUCTIVE
ALTERNATIVES,| INC?
GENERAL CONTRACTOR

DESIGN/BUILD

|

RELIABILITY
~ Quality products on time
SAVE MONEY
~ Pay by the piece
~ Pay only for items completed to
your satisfaction
~ Don't pay for freight

Building
tomorrow,
todAY

your production needs

ASSEMBLY
• Simple and Complex
• Small and Large
• We assemble to your
specifications

At W. Gohman, we bring our team’s experience,
expertise and enthusiasm to each and every
project. Whether we’re working on a small

PACKING
• Blister packing
• Heat sealing
• Shrink wrapping
• Crating to IPPC export
reqirements
• Other types of packing

office remodel or building a large manufacturing
facility, our commitment is the same:
to constantly adjust to our clients’ needs
through personal involvement and teamwork.

BULK MAILINGS
We collate, fold, insert, and
label millions of items/year.

Call for a free| estimate!

CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT

BUILDING + REMODELING

Steve Lorshbough
Productive Alternatives
1205 N Tower Road
Fergus Falls MN 56537

Ph. 800-477-7246
www.paiff.org

St. Joseph, MN | 320.363.7781 | wgohman.com
GENERAL
CONTRACTOR

DESIGN/
BUILD

CONSTRUCTION
MANAGEMENT

BUILDING
REMODELING
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Adopt-A-School Guide
Create a partnership with high potential for a long
term ROI, a future talent
pool for your industry, and
relationships that pave the
way to give back to the
community.
Get your copy of the “Adopt
a School Guide: A Toolkit
for Employers” today.
Available in hard copy from
the TSMA office or as an
electronic link (PDF) by
clicking the link below, the
16-page guide provides a
wealth of information about
developing a relationship
with your local school.
Manufacturers - take the first step today:
Adopt-A-School Guide
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A Workers Compensation
Self-Insurance Program
To find out if your company can
benefit from the
Trifac Self-Insurance Fund,
contact the Association office.

800-654-5773 or
midwest@runestone.net
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Helping youth understand
What’s so cool about manufacturing
Video Contest:

As manufacturers, we know how vital the industry is
to the region’s economy. Unfortunately, many of the
region’s youth are unaware of the many rewarding career
opportunities within the industry.
“What’s So Cool About Manufacturing” Video Contest
is designed to help high school students explore
manufacturing careers and learn about manufacturing
companies in the region. New judging criteria for 2018
places increased emphasis on manufacturing careers,
including: how well the video answers the question—
what’s so cool about manufacturing, the video’s ability to
inspire someone to pursue a manufacturing career, and its
educational value.
Here’s What Students Get by Participating
• Knowledge of manufacturing careers and businesses
in the region
• Opportunity to demonstrate leadership and creativity
• Opportunity to develop a relationship with a local
manufacturer
• A chance to win cash prizes for themselves and their
school

Here’s How You Can Help
• Help us get more schools
involved by reaching out to your
local school and encouraging
them to participate
• Share our Facebook posts
promoting the event and the proMichelle Landsverk
manufacturing message
• Volunteer to have your business Dream It. Do It. MN
Project Coordinator
featured in a video
• Be a financial sponsor
More About Sponsoring
For a $200 donation, your company name and logo will
be included on the contest website and on the Facebook
page. You will also be recognized at the award event.
This year, we are using the sponsor dollars to pay for
GoPro cameras for the first four schools that register. If we
receive more sponsor dollars, we will be able to provide
cameras to more schools.
For more information: Michelle Landsverk (218-280-1755
or mlandsverk@icloud.com). Cash donations may be sent
to Tri-State Manufacturers’ Association.

CUSTOMIZED COMMERCIAL INSURANCE
PERSONAL INSURANCE | ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH & SAFETY EXPERTISE | HR RESOURCES | EMPLOYEE BENEFITS PACKAGES

INSURANCE BUILT BY DESIGN
WHEN IT COMES TO YOUR INSURANCE COVERAGE, YOUR NEEDS ARE AS UNIQUE AS YOUR BUSINESS.
When you work with Dilley Zimny Insurance, your coverage is custom-built. We start with the
basics and then use our three step cycle to customize coverages suited to you:
1. Identify Risk specific to you and your business
2. Implement Strategies to help control costs and protect you from loss
3. Ongoing Commitment to be your advocate not just at renewal time but all year round.
Customize your commercial insurance today.
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Dave Dilley & Anthony Zimny
809 Broadway • Alexandria, MN 56308

Main office: 320-762-2124
Toll free: 800-568-5940
dilleyzimnyinsurance.com
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TSMA Board of Directors
President:
Mark Petersen
ITW Heartland
Alexandria MN
320-491-0191
mark.petersen@itwheartland.com
Vice President:
Evan Westra
West Tool & Design
Fergus Falls MN
218-739-4990
evan@westtoolff.com
Secretary/Treasurer:
Bob Grove
Cosmos Enterprises
Elbow Lake MN
218-685-4403
rdgrove@cosmosenterprises.com
Directors:
Liz Diedrich
Diedrich RPM
Burnsville MN
612-850-4455
Liz@diedrichrpm.com
Tony Hanson
ATCC
Alexandria MN
320-762-4592
tonyh@alextech.edu

Chuck Gaffaney
Massman Automation
Villard MN
320-554-1066

chuck.gaffaney@massmanllc.
com

Nicole Klimek
Lowry Manufacturing
Lowry MN
320-283-5450
nklimek@lowrymfgco.com

Tri-State members are invited to join a committee at any
time throughout the year. Contact the TSMA office or the
committee chair directly.
Membership Committee
Chair: Elroy Vesta
Special Events Committee
Chair: Tom Mastellar
Dan Kotek, Deb Waldvogel, Dale Umlauf
Workforce Development Committee
Chair: Bob Grove
Evan Westra, Tyler Wirth

Tom Mastellar
Blackhawk Industrial
St. Cloud MN
320-253-1020

Government Affairs Committee
Chair: Ed Bolas
Brent Cochran

Todd Peterson
3M Company
Alexandria MN
320-759-0277
tlpeterson@mmm.com

Marketing Committee
Chair:Liz Diedrich
Nicole Klimek

tom.mastellar@blackhawkid.com

Elroy Vesta
EJ Enterprises, Inc.
Fergus Falls MN
218-739-9677
ejv@prtel.com

TSMA Mission Statement
Tri-State Manufacturers’ Association assists manufacturing
related companies by providing advocacy, education,
networking, and programs to enhance the success of
members and their communities.
The Network News is edited and published at the Midwest
Manufacturers' Association office, PO Box 150, Elbow
Lake, MN 56531. MMA/TSMA phone 218-685-5356. Fax
218-685-5397. Toll-free 800-654-5773. Email: stephd@
runestone.net. Office hours are 8:30 AM to 5:00 PM
Monday through Friday.
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TSMA Standing Committees

Program Committee
Chairs: Chuck Gaffaney & Mark Petersen

TSMA Membership Dues
The TSMA membership dues structure is identical for
manufacturing and associate members. Dues are based
on number of employees.
		 No. of Employees
Annual Dues
1 to 5.......................... $ 200
6 to 39........................ $ 275
40 to 99........................ $ 350
100 to 249...................... $ 425
250 or more.......................$ 500
Gov/Edu...........................$ 300
Sole Proprietor Yr 1............. $ 125

TSMA Core Values
1. Tri-State Manufacturers' Association is committed
to developing people and companies by providing
opportunities for members to acquire industry relevant
knowledge or skills.
2. Integrity and trust are guiding principals for Tri-State
Manufacturers' Association.
3. Tri-State Manufacturers' Association believes that
open, accurate and timely communication is important
to accomplishing its mission.

TSMA is affiliated with Midwest
Manufacturers' Association.
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